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Bicycle Repair Tool Kit Rockbros 43210810001

Rockbros bike repair tool set 43210810001
Equip yourself  with a practical  bicycle repair  tool  set  to repair  your vehicle during an unexpected breakdown. Rockbros 43210810001
contains up to 44 items that will come in handy when changing a tire, tightening brake bolts or derailleurs. In a sturdy carrying case you
will find, among other things, a spoke wrench, tire repair kit or chain reducer/unscrewer. 
 
Helpful in any situation 
Going  to  the  mountains  and  taking  your  bike  with  you?  Just  pack  a  tool  kit  and  don't  worry  about  a  sudden  malfunction  of  your
equipment.  In  a  practical  suitcase you will  find,  among other  things,  a  spoke wrench perfect  for  centering wheels,  a  universal  Phillips
screwdriver or a pedal wrench. A tire pressure gauge will ensure a safe and comfortable ride, and a tire removal tool will make the job
easier. The kit also includes a crank wrench, wrenches and more. 
 
Included
Cassette/slowwheel socket
Socket cap for bottom bracket (bottom bracket)
Spoke wrench
Phillips screwdriver
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Cassette removal tool
Pedal wrench
Hub wrench / wheel axle taper wrench
Frame hook wrench
Wrench for bottom bracket (bottom bracket) and freewheel
Socket wrench
Bit set
Chain remover/chain extractor
Tire repair kit
Wrench for front bicycle fork
Imbuses
Tire pressure gauge
Wrenches 14 - 15
Crank wrench
Tire removal tool
Adjustable wrench
Angled bit holder
Sockets 8/9/10 mm
Manufacturer
Rockbros 
Model
43210810001
Number of elements
44
Dimensions of the case
25 x 32.5 x 7 cm
Weight
Approx. 3 kg
Case color
Gray

Preço:

€ 60.00

Atividades e lazer, Acessórios para bicicletas
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